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Greenhouse gas emissions from Swedish consumption per capita
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Aim of the programme

A research programme that aims to stimulate a transition to sustainable 
consumption by generating in-depth knowledge on how niche sustainable 
consumption practices can become mainstream in the areas of food, vacation 
and furnishing.



4. pasts – present - futures

Holtorf and Högberg (2014)



Transforming the future?

1. If we change the way we think about the future and tell new stories about the future, 
perhaps then we can also change the path that we are currently on.

2. But who gets to decide, influence and “colonise” the future?





• By imagining the future, we can both meet 
and shape it, and create a new stories 
about the future

• Elise Boulding argued that visions of the 
future can both give us a tool for social 
change, and help avoid to get stuck 
thinking about obstacles

• By presenting something that is radically 
different from today, discussion about the 
current situation is encouraged -
discontinuity between the present and 
future.

Visioning workshops
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Emerging visions for sustainable consumption

Four workshops: 

6 mixed groups with 40 researchers and partners 
within the program (6 visions)

One group w. retired people in rural area (Ljusdal)

One w. newly arrived Arabic-speaking women in 
Stockholm

One high income earners in Stockholm



Who is not in the room?

What aspects/elements should 
sustainable consumption contain?



Extract of visions for sustainable consumption 2030

Researchers and partners

• Well-being that is not at all based 
on consumption

• There is balance between work and 
leisure

• Everything that can be bought is 
sustainable

• Planetary boundaries and justice –
both to humans and nature



Newly arrived women: 

• Peace, health and knowledge of 
sustainable consumption

• Production and use of weapons 
have ceased, instead resources are 
spent on reconstruction and well-
being

Rural retired people:

• Environmentally friendly materials 
and fuel

• Goods of high quality and 
recyclable

• Buy local and second hand textiles

Urban high income earners:

• Global cross-border cooperation, 
for individuals, business and 
society

• Increased knowledge and 
technological development that 
provides prerequisites for wise 
choices



Preliminary conclusions and discussion points

1. Diverging priorities and content of visions

2. Not shared visions, and perhaps not desirable (because not ownership or initiative of 
participants)

3. But, we can base our solutions on other perspectives and not just on our own.

4. Get better understanding of opportunities and difficulties in moving from niche to 
mainstream. 

5. Identify mismatch between visions and what might be needed to achieve 
sustainable consumption

6. Researchers influence?

7. Involve groups in coming activities?



Sustainable furnishing?
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The next steps



Adaptive dynamic policy pathways

Haasnoot, M., Kwakkel, J.H., Walker, W.E., ter Maat, J., 2013. Dynamic adaptive policy 
pathways: A method for crafting robust decisions for a deeply uncertain world. Glob. 
Environ. Chang. 23, 485–498. 




